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Executive Summary/Abstract
Ships, or vessels, o en sail in and out of clu ered environments over the course of their trajecto-
ries. Safe naviga on in such clu ered scenarios requires an accurate es ma on of the intent of
neighboring vessels and their effect on the self and vice-versa well into the future. In manned ves-
sels, this is achieved by constant communica on between people on board, nau cal experience,
and audio and visual signals. In this paper we propose a deep neural network based architecture
to predict intent of neighboring vessels into the future for an unmanned vessel solely based on
posi onal data.

keywords: intentmodeling, trajectory predic on, long short termmemory networks, spa al
a en on, temporal a en on

Goals and Objectives
Autonomous naviga on is increasingly being adopted in land and airborne vehicles. The success
of autonomy in other modes of travel has led to its advent in the mari me industry with the de-
velopment of Autonomous Surface Vessels or ASVs. However, like all other autonomous vehicles,
ASVs also come with their safety and reliability concerns. These autonomous vessels, or other
autonomous agents in general, are expected to nego ate safely through crowded environments,
like harbors or urban streets, that involve complex social interac ons.

Any autonomous agent that is required to safely navigate through such crowded environments
must possess the ability to ac vely and accurately forecast the future intent of neighboring en es
in order to adjust own trajectory accordingly to avoid collisions.

The goal of this work is to develop a deep learning based approach to predic ng the future intent
of socially-interac ng agents. This paper:

• improves on the sequence modeling capabili es of a conven onal LSTM by adding the ability
to model rela onships between interac ng sequences, such as spa ally co-located agents.

• introduces a novel interleaved temporal and spa al a en on mechanism that enables vari-
ably a ending to observa ons of such correla ons to generate predic ons.

• adopts a data-driven approach for inferring useful knowledge such as ship domain based on
observa on data, that can be used for knowledge transfer to other safety-cri cal domains.
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Differences from Current State of Art
The problem of predic ng the future intent of a vessel based on observa ons of its posi onal
data over several mesteps can be viewed as a sequence-to-sequencemodeling tasks. Long Short
Term Memory Networks (LSTMs), introduced by [7], are a special variant of deep neural net-
works known for their ability to model long sequences. The primary component of an LSTM is a
gate-regulated cell state that allows LSTMs to remember informa on from a longer history. Conse-
quently, LSTMs are achieving almost human-level performance in sequence genera on tasks such
as text genera on, speech recogni on, language transla on, me series predic on, and others.
However, despite their success in learning and reproducing long sequences, LSTMs are not capa-
ble of modeling interac ons between mul ple correlated sequences such as spa ally co-located
autonomous agents.

Inspired by the success of LSTMs in sequence modeling tasks and mo vated by their inability to
capture dependencies between correlated sequences, in this work we propose a novel temporally
and spa ally a en ve deep learning architecture that aims to predict future intent for vessels by
variably a ending to observa ons of past spa al situa ons. Conceptually, in our architecture,
LSTM hidden states are no longer constrained to the LSTM they are associated with, and instead
are also allowed to ‘affect’ the cell states of other spa ally close LSTMs. Our model is described
in greater detail later.

For an agent a emp ng to navigate safely in a crowded environment, the agent’s domain can
be defined as the safe space surrounding the agent, the intrusion of which by any neighboring
agent would cause both to have a direct impact on each other’s future intent. The concept of
ship domain has been crucial for safe naviga on and collision-avoidance in marine transporta on.
Several works have used determinis c methods such as systems of equa ons to determine ge-
ometric dimensions of the domain([3, 5, 12, 11]). In our work, we propose to use data-driven
methods to determine a ship domain in order to take into account the non-procedural knowledge
that comes from nau cal experience of a navigator on board. We use this inferred domain to
model the impact of a vessel on another based on their distances and rela ve orienta ons. Such
insights or informa on about a system’s so-called domain, alongwith its decisions, can be used for
knowledge transfer to other deep learning models, other safety-cri cal domains using autonomy,
or non-ML models applied to the same domain.

When trying tomake a certain decision, the human brain has the natural capability to suppress idle
details and focus more on certain other details. A en on networks are variants of deep learning
models that mimic this capability of variably a ending to different details in the input. They do
this by learning a weigh ng over inputs or internal features that governs the flow of informa on
through the network and consequently, the decision. Two variants of a en on networks are rel-
evant to our work:
Temporal A en on. Given a sequen al input data, a typical auto-encoder encodes the input into
a fixed embedding and decodes the embedding into a future sequence predic on under the as-
sump on that every future mestep is uniformly dependent on observed mesteps. This causes
informa on loss because in reality, different mesteps in an observed sequence variably affect
future behavior. Using temporal a en on the model is able to overcome this limita on and learn
what to ‘a end’ to based on the input sequence and its predic on so far. [2] and [9] proposed tem-
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poral a en on mechanisms that have been successfully applied to sequence modeling tasks such
as sentence transla on, image cap on genera on, dynamic visual control problems ([18, 20, 10]).

Spa al A en on. As men oned earlier, a conven onal LSTM lacks the ability to model interac-
ons across sequences. In our work, we a empt to overcome this limita on by modifying the

conven onal LSTM architecture, allowing the hidden state associated with an LSTM to not only
recursively propagate to its own cell at the next me step, but also communicate some informa-
on about its own cell to other spa ally close cells. The amount of informa on communicated is

dependent on spa al weights, explained in greater detail momentarily.

Methods
Given N vessels present in a given area and ac vely transmi ng AIS data at the beginning of an
observa on me window ts = t0 to ts = Tobs, our model uses an LSTM-based autoencoder to
iden cally model the observed sequences of the N vessels. The observed sequence for a vessel
v is denoted by xvt0:Tobs

and is composed of its posi onal informa on (la tude, longitude, speed,
heading) extracted from the AIS data.

Encoding Stage
At each mestep ts in the observed sequence spanning over me interval [t0, Tobs], the hidden
state of every vessel v, denoted by hv

ts is updated by feeding the hidden state from the previous
mestep hv

ts−1 and the observed features at ts, xvts to the encoder. However, the hidden state at ts
is also variably influenced by the hidden states of spa ally close neighbors. As men oned earlier,
a conven onal LSTM cannot take this influence into considera on. To take this spa al effect into
account, we incorporate a spa al a en on mechanism. In summary, the spa al a en on mech-
anism aggregates variable amount of informa on from hidden states of spa ally close neighbors.
The amount of informa on extracted fromeach neighbor is computed based on aweigh ngmech-
anism, and is influenced by different factors such as distance from v, rela ve bearing and rela ve
heading with respect to v. The spa ally-weighted hidden state of v, h̃v

ts−1 is then fed into the
encoder at the next me step to update the hidden state of the LSTM.

Decoding Stage
Every spa ally weighted hidden state, h̃v

ts corresponding to every vessel v is a vector represen-
ta on of the spa al situa on at ts. It summarises the orienta on of neighbors around v, their
distances from v, their headings with respect to v and their resul ng influence on v. The decod-
ing LSTM receives a sequence of these spa ally weighted hidden states for each vessel v for every
ts in the observa on me window [t0, Tobs]. Similar to the encoding stage, for every me step tp
in the predic on me window from Tobs + 1 to Tpred, the decoder computes the spa al influence
of the future intent of neighbors on the future intent of the self and vice versa using the same spa-
al a en on mechanism. This is analogous to a pedestrian altering their path if they an cipate

collision with another pedestrian at a future me step. Further, in order to predict the intent of v
given a sequence of observed trajectory, it is useful to compare the an cipated situa on at every
mestep tp in the predic on me window, [Tobs+1, Tpred] with the history of observed situa ons,
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h̃v
ts . This is similar to a pedestrian using knowledge from past experiences to determine a safe

future trajectory. In the mari me domain, this is similar to a cargo ship recollec ng from past
experiences, the safest way to maneuver around a fishing boat when the fishing boat is present
at a certain distance and rela ve bearing from it. Therefore, to make the model be er gauge the
spa al influence of the future intent of neighbors on the future intent of the self and vice versa,
we interleave the spa al a en on mechanism with the temporal a en on mechanism, as shown
in Figure 1b. The temporal a en on mechanism compares the spa ally weighted hidden state at
a me step tp in the predic on me window to all spa ally weighted hidden states in [t0, Tobs].
This is analogous to a vessel reac ng similarly to situa ons it has observed previously and is used
to make the model aware of similarity in spa al situa ons, hence enabling it to learn from the
encoded input and react similarly. The temporally spa ally weighted hidden state at a me step is
then used to compute the hidden state corresponding to v at the next me step, and the predicted
intent at the next me step. The temporal a en on mechanism is explained in further detail in
one of the following subsec ons.

(a) Spatial Attention Mechanism (b) Temporal Attention Mechanism

Figure 1: The spatial attention mechanism is used in the encoding and decoding stage
to model the spatial in luence of neighbors on the intent of self and vice-versa. The
temporal attention mechanism is used in the decoding stage to enable learning from
observed ‘situations’ by comparing the current hidden state of each vessel with its his-
tory of spatially-weighted hidden states.

Spatial Attention
A socially interac ng agent’s intent is not only influenced variably by neighbors depending on
their distance from it, it is also affected by other factors, such as rela ve bearing from the agent
and their heading angle. For instance, in the pedestrian domain, a human is most likely to be
influenced by neighboring pedestrians in its line-of-sight than those behind it. In the same way, in
the mari me domain, the effect of a neighbor on a vessel’s intent would vary with its orienta on
around the vessel. To incorporate this mul modal spa al effect, we introduce a spa al a en on
mechanism to model the influence of spa ally close vessels on each other. While data-driven
approaches to vessel intent modeling are limited, several pioneering works that model human-
human interac on in the pedestrian domain have introduced some forms of spa al a en on ([6,
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1, 14, 4]). However, these methods are replete with limi ng assump ons on the (equal) number
of neighbors that iden cally affect the intent of a pedestrian in each direc on, or alterna vely
grid size. In contrast to these approaches, we let the model deduce the vessel domain from the
observed data. Any neighboring agent that violates this area around a vessel would be deemed as
a threat to its naviga onal safety and would cause the vessel to ini ate mely maneuvers to avoid
risk of collision. We denote this domain by a learn-able parameter S. This parameter S is treated
like any other trainable parameter in the model and is learned from training on observed data.
At me t, the spa al influence of a neighboring vessel v2 on a vessel, v1 is dependent on three
prominent factors: the distance of v2 from v1 at t, d21t ; the heading angle of v2 with respect to v1
at t, denoted by ϕ21

t ; and, the rela ve bearing of v2 with respect to the heading of v1 at me t,
denoted by θ21t . At a me step t, the spa al influence of v2 on v1 is then determined by compu ng
its spa al weight, w21

t ,
w21

t = ReLU(S(θ21t , ϕ21
t )− d21t ) (1)

ReLU is a non-linear ac va on func on commonly used in deep neural networks. For any input i,
ReLU(i) = max(0, i). Here, this ac va on func on ensures that if the distance of v2 from v1, d21t
is greater than the corresponding domain value S(θ21t , ϕ21

t ), v2 would have no effect on the intent
of v1. The spa ally weighted hidden state of v1 is then computed as:

h̃v1
t = w11

t hv1
t + w21

t hv2
t + . . .+ wN1

t hvN
t (2)

This spa ally weighted hidden state is then fed to the encoder or the decoder at the next me step
to update the hidden state corresponding to v1, hv1

t+1. Our spa al a en on mechanism is shown
in Figure 1a.

Temporal Attention
At every mestep tp in the predic on mewindow [Tobs+1, Tpred], the decoder first uses the spa al
a en on mechanism to summarise the ‘situa on’ or the orienta on of neighbors around v1 and
their influence on v1 thereof. It then compares this spa ally weighted hidden state h̃v1

tp with all
h̃v1
ts , ts ∈ [t0, Tobs], to understand from similar past experiences the best way to navigate through

this situa on. This is done using a temporal a en on mechanism, shown in Figure 1b. In our
model, we specifically use the a en on mechanism introduced by [9]. At each me step tp in the
predic on sequence, the LSTM associated with v computes a context vector, Cvtp as the weighted
sum of (spa ally-weighted) hidden states from the observed me window:

Cvtp =
Tobs∑
ts=t0

= αtph̃
v
ts (3)

The alignment vectorαtp , with length equal to the number of me steps in the observed sequence,
is derivedby comparing the current spa ally-weightedhidden state h̃p

tp with each spa ally-weighted
hidden state h̃p

ts from the observed sequence:

αtp = align(h̃v
ts , h̃

v
tp) =

exp(score(h̃v
ts , h̃

v
tp)∑

s′ exp(score(h̃
v
ts′
, h̃v

tp)
(4)
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where score is called content-based func on and is used to quan fy the similarity of a source
hidden state and a target hidden state. An observed experience or situa on being iden cal to
the current situa on would cause the two spa ally weighted hidden states being compared to
be equal. To allow such similar observed experiences to be assigned a higher score in Equa on
4, we use dot product to compute the score. This is because dot product is maximum when the
two hidden states being compared are ‘equal’, which would mean that the spa al situa ons being
summarized by the two spa ally weighted hidden states being compared are iden cal. Therefore,

score(h̃v
ts , h̃

v
tp) = h̃v

ts · h̃
v
tp (5)

The so a en on context vector Cvtp is computed at every tp ∈ [Tobs+1, Tpred]. At every me step,
it is concatenated with the computed spa ally weighted hidden state, h̃v

tp and is further used to
update the hidden state of the decoder at the next mestep, tp + 1, hv

tp+1 . A fully connected
linear layer is used to convert the updated hidden state into a predicted intent for v1 at tp + 1.

h̃v
tp = concat(Cvtp , h̃

v
tp) (6)

xvtp+1 = linear(hv
tp+1) (7)

where xvtp+1 is the predicted posi on or intent at tp+1 for v.

For more details on the model architecture, please refer to the full technical report [15].

Datasets
To evaluate ourmodel, we use AIS records within U.S. coastal waters from January 20171. Because
we are interested in being able to predict intent in crowded environments, we train and validate
our model on available AIS data around San Diego Harbor (UTM Zone 11) from January 2017. Ves-
sels update their AIS informa on at different rates, and because our model processes concurrent
AIS informa on from all vessels within a certain area, we resample and interpolate the raw AIS
data to one minute intervals. We evaluate the intent predic on of our model for 5 me steps (5
minutes) in the future given a history of posi onal data for all vessels in a scene over the past 5
me steps. We extracted 8676 such samples from the processed AIS data, using 80% for training,

10% for valida on and the remaining 10% for tes ng the trained models. We observed that in
many cases, the recorded AIS speed and Heading values are not consistent with the recorded po-
si onal data (la tude, longitude values). Therefore, we use only two input features, i.e., la tude
and longitude values.

Architecture Details. To substan ate our choice of architecture, we trained and evaluated our
model in an abla ve se ng:

• LSTM+Spa al+Temporal A en on. This refers to our proposedmodel, with a spa al a en on
mechanism to incorporate the spa al interac ons with other agents in close proximity and
a temporal a en on mechanism to enable the model to learn variably from its history of
observed experiences.

1retrieved from https://marinecadastre.gov
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• LSTM+Spa al A en on. This refers to our model with only the spa al a en on mechanism
to incorporate spa al interac ons with other neighbors in close proximity. This model does
not take into account temporal a en on mechanism to understand the variable effect of ob-
served situa ons on the predicted intent. The encoding and decoding stage for this model
are essen ally iden cal.

• LSTM+Temporal A en on. This model consists of a vanilla-LSTM with a temporal a en on
mechanism. This model is agnos c to spa al interac ons with neighbors in close proxim-
ity while predic ng intent for a certain vessel v. It, however, does incorporate the variable
temporal effects of different mesteps in the observed me window for each vessel v while
predic ng intent.

• Vanilla-LSTM. This baseline model consists of a single-layer vanilla-LSTM that tries to model
intent while being agnos c to any spa al or temporal influences.

Results
We evaluate the performance of our model in different abla ve se ngs on data from UTM Zone
112. We report performance on two metrics commonly used in the pedestrian domain for eval-
ua ng trajectory predic on methods([1, 6, 14]). Average Displacement Error (ADE) is defined as
the average displacement between the predicted trajectory and ground truth trajectory over the
predic on me span [Tobs+1, Tpred] across all the vessels in the frame. Final Displacement Error
(FDE) is the displacement error between the final predicted posi ons and ground truth posi ons
at the end of the predic on me span, i.e. at Tpred averaged over all the vessels in the frame.

Table 1 shows the ADE and FDE values for different variants of our model. Since the vanilla-LSTM
does not incorporate spa al interac ons and solely uses the vessel’s own observed history to pre-
dict its intent, the vanilla-LSTM and its variant with temporal a en on perform the worst. The
vanilla-LSTM + spa al a en on model is able to perform be er than the models without any spa-
al a en on mechanism because of its ability to understand the causal rela onship between a

vessel’s neighborhood and its intent. Adding temporal a en on to this model further improves
performance because the model is then able to learn from past “situa ons” as observed by the
self and variably a end to these while predic ng intent, alongwith understanding and incorpo-
ra ng spa al influences. The hidden layer dimensions of LSTM across all models is 6. Despite
the LSTM encoder and decoder being single-layer LSTMs with very small hidden dimensions, our
model performs well because of its interleaved spa al and temporal a en on mechanisms that
are able to intelligently capture the complex cause-effect rela onships among neighbors, their
observed experiences and each vessel’s individual intent. Please see the full technical report [] for
other training and implementa on details ([15]).

Functionality of Innovation
As men oned earlier, prior literature on data-driven modeling intent of interac ng agents model
spa al interac ons under strong assump ons such as uniform influence of all neighbors in a cer-

2Code available at: https://github.com/coordinated-systems-lab/VesselIntentModeling
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Metric Vanilla-LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM + Spa al +
+ Temporal A en on + Spa al A en on + Temporal A en on

ADE 0.04567 0.04152 0.03912 0.03314
FDE 0.05377 0.05601 0.04292 0.03840

Table 1: Quantitative Results for all models on evaluation dataset from UTM Zone 11.
The ADE and FDE values are reported in nauticalmiles and are computed for predicted
intent over 5 minutes using observed AIS information from 5minutes.

(a) Learned Domain for various ϕ21 (b) Learned Domain for ϕ21=90o

Figure2: Vessel domainparameter as learnedbyour spatially and temporally attentive
model via training on vessel AIS data from UTM Zone 11, January 2017.

tain grid space. By virtue of introducing a learnable vessel domain parameter, our model is able
to differen ate and variably a end to different agents at the same distance from an agent, based
on their rela ve headings and rela ve bearings from the self. The vessel domain parameter as
learned by our spa ally and temporally a en ve model is shown in Figure 2a. In general, the
model learns a farther distance from the self for rela ve bearings that fall in the line-of-sight of
the vessel, and closer distances from the self for rela ve bearings that fall behind the vessel. Fur-
ther, the model learns a farther distance for all neighbors v2 that are approaching v1 head-on,
with 120o ≤ ϕ21 < 180o. This implies that between two neighbors, both at equal distances from
v1 and heading in the same direc on, v1 would bemore influenced by the one that is approaching
it head-on than another with the same rela ve heading but at a different rela ve bearing from
v1. Figure ?? shows the vessel domain as learned by the model for a vessel v2 with ϕ21 = 90o for
various θ21 values. As can be seen from the figure, the model a ends more to v2 when it tries
to cross it from its starboard side, as compared to other rela ve bearings. This is understandable
because neighbors with the same orienta on at other rela ve bearings have no influence on its
intent or high-level trajectory, and pose no immediate risk of collision to v1.

In prac ce, deep neural networks are ini alized to random weights before beginning the training
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Figure 3: Robustness of learneddomain parameter to random initializations for 120o <
ϕ21 ≤ 180o

process. Since this randomness causes the op mal parameter search to ini ate at a different point
and progress differently each me the model is trained on the same dataset, it may cause the
model to converge at a different parameter configura on each me. To evaluate the robustness
of our model to randomness in learning, we train our model using 5 different random ini aliza on
seeds. Figure 3 shows the learned domain values for a scenario with a neighboring vessel v2 at a
rela ve heading (120o < ϕ21 ≤ 180o) with respect to v1 for 5 different random ini aliza ons. As
can be seen from the figure, the model is nearly able to reproduce the learned domain parameter
across all the ini aliza ons.

Conclusions and Recommendations
In this work, we propose a learning-based method for modeling intent of vessels, hence enabling
safe naviga on in clu ered environments such as harbors. Despite being trained on only posi-
onal data, our novel architecture is able to accurately model vessel intent and is also able to

infer knowledge such as vessel domain from observed data. Our model can be used alongside
other sophis cated data sources, such as sensors like LiDARs, radars, etc. for improved accuracy
and user trust in safety-cri cal scenarios. While we validate our approach on the mari me do-
main, this method can be easily adopted tomodel intent and spa al interac ons for other socially
interac ng autonomous agents, such as pedestrians, automobiles and unmanned aerial vehicles.

Impacts and Uses/Bene its
In this work, we propose a trajectory predic on framework for socially interac ng agents, that we
evaluate on mari me datasets. Broadly, our framework is general enough to be applicable to any
other kinds of agents, for example, urban road traffic predic on, intent predic on for pedestrians
in crowded environments, or any othermul -agent se ng. This work can also be extended to pre-
dic ngmul ple socially plausible trajectories per agent in the scene to account for themul modal
nature of naviga on. While the performance of this model is be er thanmost state-of-the-art tra-
jectory predic on methods, more performance benefits can be achieved by including addi onal
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input features, such as scene informa on, vessel type, etc. This work can also be extended to
predic ng trajectories for heterogeneous agents with different trajectory dynamics. The spa al
a en on mechanism introduced in this work can be used to infer more domain-specific knowl-
edge, such as the influence of different kinds of agents on each other (for example, the effect of a
skateboarder on a cyclist’s trajectory) and use these to either explain model predic ons or inform
model predic ons.

At a more fundamental level, our approach is a general framework that can be applied to any
sequence-to-sequence modeling applica on where cross-LSTM knowledge can help improve per-
formance. This can include human ac on recogni on [21, 17], modeling human-object interac-
ons [8, 13], video classifica on [19, 16]. An important advantage of the approach is its ability

to infer domain knowledge from the observa on dataset and hence yield improved predic ons
without making significant assump ons about the applica on domain or the dataset.
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